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The rapid evolution of the HIV genome is inﬂuenced in part by host selection pressure, which may cause
parallel evolution among strains under shared selection pressures. To understand the mechanisms
behind HIV-host immune escape across host populations, researchers have compared signatures of
positive selection pressure on HIV codons across HIV subtypes and across phylogenetic groups of isolates
within major subtypes, all relying on a criterion of phylogenetic separation. The HIV codon sites that
retain diversity, evolve convergently among sets of hosts (cohorts) and diverge between cohorts may be
phylogenetically undiagnostic (reveal little information about the relationship of the strains) and thus
undetectable on a tree. We propose a new approach to characterizing genetic divergence among isolates
using existing population genetic methods to better understand HIV response to host selection
pressures. The approach combines population genetic statistical methods with codon analysis to identify
putative amino acid sites evolving convergently. To illustrate the approach, we compared the C2–V3–C3
region of the envelope protein of HIV-1 clade B isolates between Haiti and USA hosts. This region showed
no phylogenetic separation between host populations. Still, we identiﬁed codon sites in the C2–V3–C3
HIV-1 region that may have evolved differently between the two host populations. The sites are localized
in human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I binding epitopes, N-glycosylation motifs or both and are
limited to the C2 and C3 regions. Our method provides a potential means to reveal candidate sites
actively involved in HIV-1 immune escape that would otherwise be missed if a requisite for phylogenetic
distinctiveness was made a priori. This strategy may prove to be a helpful way to characterize HIV genetic
variation among hosts with suspected selection pressure differences, like progressors versus nonprogressors.
ß 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
HIV-1 evolves in part under adaptive selection pressure
presented by the host immune response during the course of
infection (Wyatt et al., 1993; Bonhoeffer et al., 1995; Zanotto et al.,
1999; Ross and Rodrigo, 2002; Williamson, 2003; Sanjuan et al.,
2004). Signatures of this selection pressure are detectable on the HIV
genome using codon-based analysis (e.g. Nei and Gojobori, 1986;
Yang and Nelson, 2000; Pond and Frost, 2005b). Many genetic
studies involving codon analysis have compared HIV subtypes (A
through G) to understand the role of selection pressure in HIV
evolution (Yang et al., 2003; Choisy et al., 2004; Oliveira et al., 2004;
Travers et al., 2005). Other codon-based studies have considered the
role of selection pressure on HIV-1 evolution in the same major clade
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(subtype) but from host populations with phylogenetic distinction
(Daniels et al., 2003; Pond et al., 2006). All of these studies relied on
cladistic or phylogenetic distinction among isolates as a criterion for
addressing their hypothesis. Yet, selection pressure creates nucleotide differences among isolates that may not contribute to
phylogenetic separation across cohorts but instead represent
homoplasies at one site resulting in shared parallel (convergent)
evolutionary sites. These non-phylogenetically diagnostic nucleotide differences among groups of isolates may reﬂect contrasting
evolutionary events speciﬁc to host evasion. HIV genetic sequence
variation at certain sites have been found to be a product of
differential adaptation to host HLA environments resulting in coevolutionary sites within cohorts (e.g. Moore et al., 2002; Kiepiela
et al., 2007; Brumme et al., 2008; Kawashima et al., 2009; Berger
et al., 2010). We developed a simple approach to ﬁnding putative
differentially adapting HIV codons that may be evolving in parallel
among certain host individuals, without a priori knowledge of HLA
population frequencies. In order to characterize amino acid
distribution at each site among hosts, the approach employs
population genetic statistical methods and treats amino acid
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residues as independent units. Once differences in amino acid
composition are found, those sites are tested for selection
pressure.
We performed a comparative study of an HIV-1 envelope region
from Haiti and USA isolates to describe the approach in the context
of a contrasting sample set and locus subject to high selection
pressure. We illustrate the approach with the aim to promote
additional testing and evaluation of the approach, particularly by
researchers with relevant proprietary data. Once further substantiated, the approach may prove useful for identifying sites to
include in second generation HIV-1 vaccine and may further our
understanding of HIV-1 immune escape in different hosts.
The HIV epidemic in Haiti and USA presents several unique
features for a comparative analysis of HIV-1 adaptation. First, in
terms of race/ethnicity, Haitians are mostly of African decent,
which differs from the USA, where early in the AIDS epidemic
(before 1994), most cases occurred in Caucasians. Observed
differences between African and Caucasian groups in the frequency
of the homozygous D32CCR5 allele (Samson et al., 1996), in the
distribution of known HLA types (Botarelli et al., 1991) and
possibly in unidentiﬁed HLA types in Africans may provide
differential immune selection that manifest as host population
speciﬁc HIV-1 adaptation. Second, early in the AIDS epidemic
(before 1994), HIV was predominantly transmitted by bisexual
and/or heterosexual contact in Haiti, while in the USA, male
homosexual activities and intravenous drug use were the
predominant modes of transmission (Pape et al., 1983). We
selected HIV-1 isolates that had been obtained before 1994, a time
in which antiretroviral drugs were not extensively used. Thus, the
differences in the ‘‘life history’’ of the viruses in the two host
populations may be a product of differential host selection
pressure from two geographically distinct populations.
We analyzed the C2–V3–C3 region in the gp120 surface
envelope (env) glycoprotein for putative differential selection
pressure on HIV-1 isolates from Haiti and USA populations. This
region mediates viral entry and has been shown to exhibit adaptive
changes (de Jong et al., 1992; Fouchier et al., 1992; Shioda et al.,
1992; Wyatt et al., 1993; Douek et al., 2003; Jensen et al., 2003;
Choisy et al., 2004; Moore et al., 2004). We expected that this
envelope region of intense selection pressure and evolution would
be of little phylogenetic use, but still offer evolutionary differences
between Haiti and USA under our methods. We hypothesized that
our method would identify codon sites that may be involved in
shared and divergent HIV-1 immune escape strategies in Haitian
hosts versus USA hosts that would otherwise be missed if a
prerequisite for phylogeographic or cladistic separation were
made.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Data collection
GenBank sequences of the V3 region with part of the conserved
ﬂanking blocks, two and three, were downloaded for 38 USA and
30 Haiti isolates collected mostly from blood before 1994
(Supplemental Table 1 for sample list with GenBank accession
numbers). Fourteen of the Haitian isolates were from patient
samples submitted to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention by investigators (John L. Ho and Jean W. Pape) from
Cornell-GHESKIO (Groupe Haitien d’Etudes du Sarcome de Kaposi
et des Infections Opportunistes) Centers, Port-au-Prince. Over 90%
of Haitians are of African descent therefore it was assumed that
most Haitian samples were from patients of African origin. The
sequence used for analysis, excluding gaps, spanned 198 nucleotides and included 60 nucleotides of conserved block 2 and 48
nucleotides of conserved block 3 along with the 90 nucleotides of

the V3 region. The data were used to measure ‘‘genetic distinction’’
and ‘‘selection pressure’’ as discussed below.
2.2. Measures of genetic distinction among HIV-1 isolates from Haiti
and the USA
Genetic distinction was measured to determine if the C2–V3–
C3 region of HIV-1 isolates from Haiti and USA isolates are
genetically different and to evaluate whether selection pressure is
a contributor to genetic distinction. The two methods used to
determine genetic distinction were the phylogenetic method and
the Fixation Index estimation for both nucleotide and amino acid
data.
2.3. Phylogenetic analysis
Phylogenetic methods were employed to determine the
branching patterns of the USA and Haiti isolates and to perform
codon selection pressure analysis. Each unique viral isolate was
used as a terminal or individual taxon. We added three SIV
sequences from Pan troglodytes (chimpanzee) as outgroups, and
challenged the HIV-1 isolates from Haiti and USA with representatives of seven major HIV-1 sequences (A through G). For
nucleotide sequences, three phylogenetic methods, the Neighbor
Joining method using the general time reversible distance matrix
(GTR), Maximum Parsimony using equal weighting of all
characters and the Maximum likelihood method using the best
ﬁt rate-matrix model estimated by Modeltest 3.6 (Posada and
Crandall, 1998), were used in the program package PAUP
(Swofford, 2001). For amino acid sequences, a phylogenetic tree
was constructed under the Neighbor Joining Method using raw
amino acid differences and under the Maximum Parsimony
Method using a successive weighting procedure, which utilized
ﬁve rounds of re-weighting under the rescaled consistency index
as implemented in PAUP (Swofford, 2001). The overall lack of a
large number of characters for this analysis (only 66 amino acids
and close to 200 nucleotides) limits the robustness of inferences
that can be made at the base of the tree. Consequently, only
general inferences can be made from these phylogenetic analyses.
We used this method to conﬁrm the subtype to assign these
sequences and to evaluate phylogenetic clustering of Haiti and
USA isolates.
To perform an initial evaluation of the inﬂuence of selection
pressure on the envelope region, we compared the degree of
clustering of HIV-1 sequences to USA and Haiti geographic origins
in the nucleotide data-based and the amino acid-based trees and
determined if the two types of data yield differences in clustering.
Clustering of isolates in the amino acid-based trees but not
nucleotide based trees offers one signature of selection pressure
(Agosti et al., 1996). In this test, the country of origin was scored as
a different character state (Haiti = 1 and USA = 0). We assumed that
the amino acid character was gained once and then calculated the
probability that the observed clustering pattern was signiﬁcantly
different from random using the concentrated changes test in
MacClade (Maddison and Maddison, 2003).
Additional analysis on amino acid data were run using Mr.
Bayes, ProtTest and RAxML (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003;
Abascal et al., 2005; Stamatakis et al., 2008, respectively). The best
ﬁt data models for tree analysis were determined using algorithms
from ProtTest, Hyphy, RAxML and Mr. Bayes. HIVw+I+G and
HIVw+G (Nickle et al., 2007) were chosen as the best ﬁt models by
Prottest and Hyphy and applied to tree searches under ProtTest.
GAMMA-P-Invar with substitution rate matrix JTT was chosen by
RAxML and applied in analysis. The WAG model was chosen using
the MCMC approach in Mr. Bayes. Five million generations were
run, with the ﬁrst 20% disregarded as burn-in.
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2.4. Fixation Index calculation and population divergence
The Fixation Index (Fst), a measure of divergence among
predeﬁned groups, was calculated using a nested analysis of
molecular variance (covariance) called AMOVA (Excofﬁer et al.,
1992; Excofﬁer, 2000), in the software package Arlequin v2.0
(Schneider et al., 2000). The signiﬁcance of Fst is tested using a
non-parametric re-sampling permutation of the data to get a null
distribution that replaces an ANOVA normal distribution (Excofﬁer
et al., 1992).
To determine if selection pressure is a major component of
population divergence, we calculated two additional Fst values
using (1) a distance matrix of nucleotides responsible for nonsynonymous mutations and (2) a distance matrix of nucleotides
responsible for synonymous nucleotide mutations. Pairwise nonsynonymous mutation (causes a change in amino acid) and
synonymous (cause no change in amino acid) rates were estimated
under the Nei and Gojobori method (Nei and Gojobori, 1986) in the
PAML package (Yang and Nelson, 2000). The two rate matrices
produced were then input into Arlequin for two Fst estimates. We
compared Fst calculated for non-synonymous versus synonymous
changes.
2.5. Adaptive selection pressure and adaptively divergent amino acids
at speciﬁc sites
We determined which codon sites on the C2–V3–C3 Env protein
among the combined HIV-1 isolates from Haiti and USA was
divergent and experiencing adaptive selection pressure. These
sites were identiﬁed as adaptively diverging sites. We analyzed the
adaptively divergent amino acids for selection pressure within the
Haiti or USA HIV-1 populations.
Divergence at codon site was measured by testing the codon
sites for a statistical difference in amino acid composition. GenAlex
(Peakall and Smouse, 2006) was used to summarize amino acid
residue composition and frequencies at each amino acid site for
each population. A statistical difference in amino acid composition
was measured by two tests using the amino acid frequency data
set: (1) a test analogous to Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) called
Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA), described above
(Excofﬁer et al., 1992) and (2) a test analogous to Fisher’s Exact
test on an r  k contingency table called Fisher’s Exact Test for
Population Differentiation (Raymond and Rousset, 1995). Both
AMOVA and the Fisher’s Exact Test for Population Differentiation
are performed under the null hypothesis of panmixia (a random
distribution of amino acids) among the populations, (Excofﬁer
et al., 1992; Raymond and Rousset, 1995).
To identify sites with signatures of positive selection pressure,
the Maximum Likelihood approach implemented in ‘‘SLAC’’ (Pond
and Frost, 2005b) in the DataMonkey package (Pond and Frost,
2005a) was performed. The HKY85 nucleotide substitution model
was selected to account for transition/transversion bias (Hasegawa
et al., 1984; Hasegawa et al., 1985) and was used along with the
MG94 codon model (Muse and Gaut, 1994). The application of
MG94 model with HKY85 model is analogous to F3  4 MG model
in Yang and Nelson (Yang and Nelson, 2000). SLAC uses a
modiﬁcation of the Suzuki–Gojobori method (Suzuki and Gojobori,
1999) to calculate observed and expected synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions. The rates of non-synonymous and
synonymous substitutions (dN and dS, respectively) were calculated from the ratio of observed to expected. To determine if dN
was signiﬁcantly greater than dS, a two-tailed binomial distribution was used and statistical signiﬁcance was set at p < 0.05.
Amino acid sites indicative of positive selection are sites showing
statistical signiﬁcance. A trend towards positive selection was
acknowledged when p < 0.1.
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Codon-site analysis was run separately on three NeighborJoining gene trees from three HIV-1 datasets consisting of: USA and
Haiti combined, USA alone, and Haiti alone. To determine whether
codons that are adaptively diverging among populations are under
different selection pressures within populations, amino acid sites
in the C2–V3–C3 region were compared for signatures of adaptive
selection pressure among the HIV isolate from the USA and Haiti.
There are three types of selection pressure to consider – adaptive
(or positive), purifying and relaxed. Purifying selection occurs
when most amino acid variants are detrimental and may be
evidenced by ﬁxed or nearly ﬁxed amino acid residues in the
population at a given site. Relaxed selection permits variation at a
site without functional consequence. There are three possible
outcomes per codon expected (Fig. 2): (1) both populations at a
codon exhibit adaptive selection pressure (+,+), (2) one of the two
populations at a codon exhibits adaptive selection pressure, ((+, )
or ( ,+)) and (3) neither population at a codon exhibits adaptive
selection pressure ( , ). The outcomes were interpreted as
follows. For a given adaptively divergent site, if both populations
exhibit adaptive selection pressure (+,+), then HIV was diverging
under positive selection pressures in the USA and Haiti at the
codon site. For a given adaptively divergent site, if one population
does not show adaptive selection pressure as in cases 2 (+, ; ,+)
and 3 ( , ) that population may be either under purifying or
relaxed selection. Purifying selection is considered if the population has little to no amino acid variation at the codon. Relaxed
selection pressure is considered if the population has amino acid
variation at the codon in the absence of adaptive selection
pressure. Alternatively, it may be that samples sizes were
insufﬁcient to detect adaptation. Insufﬁcient sample size is
considered in cases where the population’s dN/dS ratio is nearly
1.0 or if the dS = 0 and the dN value is not negligible.
2.6. Functional relevance of adaptively divergent sites
To determine whether speciﬁc amino acid sites are associated
with known biological function, we mapped the amino acid sites to
known epitopes that bind to HLA (human leukocyte antigens)
variants and putative glycosylation motifs. HLA epitopes were
located on population consensus sequences using motif scan on
the web (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/immunology/motifscan/
motifscan). Only epitopes with experimental evidence of HLA
binding were used. The program N-Glycosylate at http://www.hiv.
lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/GLYCOSITE/glycosite.html was used to
locate likely N-glycosylation regions.
3. Results
3.1. Overall genetic divergence among Haiti and USA
Three different tree building approaches (Maximum Likelihood,
Neighbor-Joining and Parsimony) were used to evaluate phylogenetic signal in the C2–V3–C3 env region of HIV-1 from Haiti and
USA. HIV-1 sequences from both countries were clade B associated
as expected (Fig. 1 and Supplemental Fig. 1A and B). Neither HIV-1
isolates from Haiti nor from the USA were monophyletic within
clade B for this sequence fragment (Fig. 1). The nucleotide and
amino acid data both provided phylogenetic signal and resolution
under most analysis, but did not provide phylogeographic
separation between Haiti and USA strains.
Nucleotide data by three phylogenetic methods did not reveal
clustering using the concentrated changes test, p = 0.0 for all three
phylogenetic methods (Fig. 1(A) and Supplemental Fig. 1A).
Amino acid data analysis via Mr. Bayes yielded unresolved trees.
Analysis of amino acid data under ProtTest or RAxML yielded
resolved trees but no clustering of Haiti versus USA env sequence

[(Fig._1)TD$IG]
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Fig. 1. Cladograms of the C2–V3–C3 envelope region of the HIV-1 from Haiti and the USA. Phylogenetic trees of the HIV-1 C2–V3–C3 region produced from Neighbor Joining
and Maximum Parsimony Methods. In all three trees (A through C) HIV-1 isolates from Haiti (in red) clustered into the same large B clade as HIV-1 isolates from the USA (in
black) and reference B clade (in yellow) isolates. The arrow indicates the node of the B clade. Reference sequences for clades A and C through G isolates are color coded as: A,
green; C, orange; D, purple; E, turquoise; F, blue; G, pink; Chimpanzee SIV isolates, gray. The corresponding name of each isolate, accession number and citation/reference are
provided in Supplemental Materials: Supplemental Fig. 1 and Supplemental Table 1. (A) Analysis of nucleotides sequences using the Neighbor Joining Method (for analysis
with Maximum Likelihood and Maximum Parsimony Methods, see Supplemental Materials). The Haiti HIV-1 isolates are interspersed with the USA HIV-1 isolates. (B)
Analysis of amino acid sequences using the Neighbor Joining method. Signiﬁcant clustering of Haiti and USA isolates occurred within clade B (p = 0.99, concentrated changes
test, MacClade). (C) Analysis of amino acid sequences used the Maximum Parsimony Method. Signiﬁcant clustering of Haiti and USA isolates occurred within clade B (p = 0.96,
concentrated changes test, MacClade). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

sets. These incongruent amino acid trees showed unusual
subtype relationships unlike nucleotide and amino acid trees
under the reported phylogenetic methods (trees available upon
request). Additional amino acid characters are likely needed
under these maximum likelihood and Bayesian approaches for
reliable analysis of our approach. These trees were thus not
included in the overall discussion of our approach. In contrast to
nucleotide data, statistically signiﬁcant clustering under Neighbor Joining and Maximum Parsimony of Haiti isolates was
observed in the trees constructed from amino acid data
(p = 0.99 for Neighbor Joining Method and p = 0.96 for Maximum
Parsimony Method, Fig. 1(B) and (C)). Such a contrast in
phylogenetic signal between nucleotide and amino acid clustering has previously been suggested as a possible product of
different selection pressures between these two data levels
(Agosti et al., 1996).

To further assess genetic divergence, the Fixation Index (Fst) was
calculated. The HIV strains were statistically different between Haiti
and USA (Fixation index = 0.03, p < 0.01 with AMOVA). A test was
run to determine if the small difference was a product of selection
pressure. Fst was measured between non-synonymous (causing
amino acid changes) and synonymous changes (no amino
acid changes). The Fixation Index measurements of the C2–V3–C3
sequence of HIV-1 from Haiti and USA showed statistically
signiﬁcant divergence for non-synonymous mutations (Fst =
0.036, p < 0.01); in contrast to no statistically signiﬁcant divergence
for synonymous mutations (Fst = 0.016, p < 0.06). The difference
in divergence between synonymous and non-synonymous nucleotides further supports selection pressure acting at the amino acid
level. The population divergence observed, based on the Fixation
Index, largely reﬂects the differences in amino acid frequencies
between viral isolates from Haiti and the USA (Table 1).
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Table 1
List of codon sites showing adaptive divergence and the percentage of amino acids found in HIV-1 isolates from USA and Haiti.
Site
4

6

15

Amino acid

United States of America

Haiti

Site

Amino acid

United States of America

Haiti

A
D
G
K
N
S
Y
A
I
Q
S
T
V
A
D
E
K
N
Q
R
T
V

–
68.4
–
–
31.6
–
–
89.5
2.6
–
–
–
7.9
5.3
2.6
81.6
5.3
–
–
–
2.6
2.6

3.3
36.7
3.3
3.3
36.7
13.3
3.3
83.3
–
3.3
3.3
10.0
–
6.7
3.3
56.7
10.0
6.7
3.3
3.3
10.0
–

53

E
G
I
K
R
S
T
A
D
E
G
H
I
K
L
N
Q
R

2.6
2.6
5.3
18.4
71.1
–
–
–
–
10.5
–
–
–
63.2
–
2.6
10.5
13.2

3.3
13.3
10.0
3.3
56.7
10.0
3.3
6.7
3.3
6.7
20.0
3.3
3.3
26.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
10.0

3.2. Adaptive selection pressure and divergence at speciﬁc codons
A partial listing of the frequencies of various amino acids at
speciﬁc sites in the C2–V3–C3 is shown in Table 1. Differences in
amino acid composition between USA and Haiti HIV-1 were
evaluated at each residue site for amino acid divergence using
AMOVA (Excofﬁer et al., 1992) and Fisher’s Exact Test for
Population Differentiation (Raymond and Rousset, 1995). Of
importance, AMOVA and Fisher’s Exact Test for Population
Differentiation were performed under the null hypothesis of
panmixia or a random distribution of amino acids among the
population. Codon sites were tested for evidence of adaptive
selection pressure using SLAC (Pond and Frost, 2005b). Sites with
both amino acid divergence and evidence of adaptive selection
pressure were considered adaptively divergent sites. Five sites
showed both adaptive selection pressure (p < 0.05, Fig. 3) and

[(Fig._2)TD$IG]
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amino acid divergence as shown by AMOVA (p < 0.05) and Fisher’s
Exact Test for Population Differentiation (Table 1). Therefore, these
ﬁve amino acid sites were considered adaptively divergent sites.
All ﬁve adaptively divergent sites were located in the conserved
sequence blocks ﬂanking the variable 3 region of the Env protein
(Fig. 3). The ﬁve adaptively divergent sites were further evaluated
for selection pressure within each of these two HIV-1 populations
(Fig. 3). One of the ﬁve codons (site 61) exhibited evidence of
adaptive selection pressure in both Haiti and USA HIV-1
populations (Case 1, (+,+); Fig. 2). The remaining four codons
(sites 4, 6, 15, and 53) in C2–V3–C3 env showed adaptive selection
in only one of the two HIV-1 populations (Case 2, ( , +) or (+, );
Fig. 2).
3.3. Functional relevance of adaptively divergent codon sites
The adaptively divergent codon sites identiﬁed in the C2–V3–
C3 env region were mapped onto immune functional domains; all
were involved with either HLA class I binding epitope and Nglycosylation motifs or both. Four of the ﬁve adaptively divergent
codons (site 4, 6, 53 and 61) were located in two HIV-1 Env
epitopes known to bind to HLA class I, A24 and B35 (Fig. 3). The
ﬁfth adaptively divergent site ﬂanked epitopes that bind the B35
and B18/B40 HLA class 1 variants. A total of eight N-glycosylation
motifs were identiﬁed among the USA and Haiti strains; all of these
sites lie within HLA binding epitopes. Four glycosylation motifs
(motif regions 1, 2, 5 and 6) contained an identiﬁed adaptively
divergent site (4, 15, and 53, respectively, Fig. 3).
4. Discussion
4.1. Detection of divergent sites under putative positive Darwinian
selection

Fig. 2. Outcomes in the comparison of selection pressure. Illustrated are possible
outcomes from the analysis of adaptive selection pressure between HIV-1 isolates
from Haiti and the USA. The symbols ‘+’ and ‘ ’ indicate evidence or absence of
adaptive selection pressure, respectively. Evidence for adaptive selection pressure
is observed, in both populations (Case 1), in one of the two populations (Case 2) or in
neither population (Case 3).

Our analysis identiﬁed genetic differences in the HIV-1 C2–V3–
C3 envelope region among Haiti and USA isolates obtained before
1994 despite a lack of phylogeographic separation. Adaptive
selection pressure appeared to largely account for the detected
difference between HIV-1 C2–V3–C3 env sequence from Haiti and
USA as indicated by phylogenetic, population genetic and codon
analyses. The data also suggest that speciﬁc codon sites experience
adaptive divergence that may also have functional importance.

[(Fig._3)TD$IG]
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Fig. 3. Selection pressure in the C2–V3–C3 region of HIV-1 within and among isolates from Haiti and the USA. HIV-1 C2–V3–C3 consensus amino acid sequence and codon or
amino acid sites with and without adaptive selection pressure are shown for HIV-1 isolates from Haiti and the USA. The codon site number is the amino acid position along the
amino acid sequence. ‘‘GenBank seq’’ number corresponds to the GenBank amino acid site of the env reference sequence (accession number K03455). Codons in which dN was
signiﬁcantly greater than dS at p < 0.05 are marked with ‘++’, at p < 0.1 are marked with ‘+’, and ‘ ’ were sites that lacked signiﬁcance. Codon sites showing statistically
signiﬁcant dN > dS values were designated as sites with adaptive selection pressure. Blocked in yellow are ﬁve codon sites showing adaptive selection pressure and a
statistically signiﬁcant difference in amino acid composition (p < 0.05 AMOVA and Fisher’s Exact Test for Population Differentiation). These ﬁve amino acid sites were
designated as adaptively divergent codons sites. Four of the ﬁve adaptively divergent codon sites mapped to the HLA binding epitopes (aquamarine) and the ﬁfth ﬂanks two
HLA binding epitopes. Three of the ﬁve adaptively divergent codon sites mapped to N-glycosylation motif (pink). Glycosylation motif 1 was present in nearly all isolates while
the other motifs were present in two or more isolates. Putative HIV epitopes found in the USA and Haiti consensus sequences that bind to speciﬁc HLA alleles were identiﬁed
using http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/immunology/motifscan/motifscan. Only epitopes with experimentally supported binding to HLA were included. Putative Nglycosylation regions were numbered consecutively and were found for each isolate using the program N-Glycosylate, http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/GLYCOSITE/
glycosite.html. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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A near to complete phylogeographic separation between Haiti
and USA for nucleotide data of under ten HIV-1 strains from Haiti
was previously reported when a larger portion of the HIV-1
genome was analyzed (Li et al., 1988; Korber et al., 2000; Gilbert
et al., 2007). Our phylogenetic analysis of the C2–V3–C3 env
nucleotide nucleotide sequence placed HIV-1 isolates from Haiti
and the USA in clade-B as expected from their GenBank
designations, but without phylogeographic clustering, as expected
because of the short gene sequence read and high variability.
Despite the lack of C2–V3–C3 env Haiti/USA phylogeographic
distinction on the nucleotide trees, we found a statistically
signiﬁcant clustering between Haiti and USA isolates in the amino
acid phylogentic analysis and population genetic divergence of dN
but not dS mutations between the Haiti and the USA isolates. The
above results taken together, (1) a paradoxically high level of
phylogeographic clustering of amino acids as opposed to nucleotides and (2) the population genetic differentiation of nonsysnomymous mutations as opposed to synonymous mutations
between HIV-1 isolates from Haiti and the USA, suggest that
divergence among HIV-1 sequences may be largely due to host
selection pressure.
The methods employed in this study revealed ﬁve putative
adaptively divergent sites between the HIV-1 isolates from the two
host groups (codon positions 4, 6, 15, 53 and 61). Site 61 appeared
to be under adaptive selection pressure for both the Haitian and
USA populations. Four of the ﬁve adaptively divergent sites (at
positions 4, 6, 15 and 53) differed in selection pressure between
HIV-1 isolates from Haiti and the USA. The lack of adaptive
selection pressure signature at sites 4, 6, and 15 in the HIV-1
isolates from the USA compared to those from Haiti (Fig. 3 and
Table 1) may likely be a product of purifying selection in the USA.
This is evident by the lower amount of variation in amino acids at
these sites in the USA compared to Haiti (Table 1). Conversely, the
lack of adaptive selection pressure signature at site 53 in Haitian
isolates may be a product of small sample size or relaxed selection
pressure in Haiti given the high variance in amino acid composition in Haitian isolates at this site (Fig. 3 and Table 1).
4.2. Functional signiﬁcance of divergent sites under positive selection
Several studies show that sites with signatures of adaptive
selection pressure have evolved as a means to escape immune
elimination by neutralizing antibodies, by T-helper cells or by
cytotoxic lymphocytes (Phillips et al., 1991; Ogg et al., 1998;
Kelleher et al., 2001; Ross and Rodrigo, 2002; Yusim et al., 2002;
Richman et al., 2003; Wei et al., 2003). To discern whether the
adaptively divergent sites among the HIV-1 isolates from the USA
and Haiti have functional signiﬁcance, we mapped the C2–V3–C3
amino acid sites to known HLA class I binding epitopes and
putative N-glycosylation motifs. These putative functional
domains have been suggested targets for immune selection
(Phillips et al., 1991; Wyatt et al., 1993; Ogg et al., 1998; Zanotto
et al., 1999; Kelleher et al., 2001; Ross and Rodrigo, 2002; Yusim
et al., 2002; Richman et al., 2003; Wei et al., 2003; Sanjuan et al.,
2004; Yamaguchi and Gojobori, 1997). All ﬁve adaptively divergent
sites found here map to putative HLA epitopes making it plausible
that these sites may in fact be responding to immune selection. An
interplay between host immune response and variation in HIV-1
epitopes was suggested by the strong association found between
human HLA class I types and HIV-1 epitope variants that escape
binding to the cognate HLA class I types (Moore et al., 2002;
Brumme et al., 2008; Kawashima et al., 2009; Berger et al., 2010).
Three adaptively divergent sites found here also map to
putative glycosylation sites. Glycosylation alters the conformation
of the HIV-1 envelope protein and has been shown to prevent
recognition by T cell receptor or binding by neutralizing antibody
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(Botarelli et al., 1991; Hwang et al., 1991; Papandreou et al., 1996;
Pollakis et al., 2001; Wei et al., 2003). Although the adaptively
divergent sites did not appear to alter gain or loss of glycosylation,
it is possible that they may obscure the antigenicity of these areas
because they also lie within HLA epitopes (Botarelli et al., 1991).
Interestingly, all ﬁve adaptively divergent sites were limited to
the conserved regions surrounding the V3. Our ﬁndings are in
agreement with prior studies that noted increased levels of
variation at the V3 conserved ﬂanking regions compared to the V3
region (Dighe et al., 1997) and a high number of positively selected
sites in those conserved regions (Yamaguchi-Kabata and Gojobori,
2000). A study of 25 clade B and 25 clade C HIV-1 isolates by
Gaschen et al. (2002) reported that the C3 ﬂanking region showed a
higher concentration of strong-positive selected sites for clade C
isolates compared to clade B isolates. These ﬁndings led Gaschen
et al. (2002) to suggest that HIV-1 clades B and C may be evolving
differently and should perhaps be treated differently in vaccine
design. Our analysis of adaptive selection pressure evaluated clade
B HIV-1 isolates from two divergent host populations using sample
size of HIV-1 isolates similar to that of Gaschen and colleagues’
study. We found speciﬁc codons that may be differentially
adapting to two host populations and our ability to do so at the
sub-phylogenetic level may be due to our choice of HIV-1 isolates
from two genetically different host populations.
4.3. Data set limitations
We compared HIV from Haiti to HIV from USA to illustrate our
methodological approach, but we recognize that the interpretation
of the results must be taken with caution because of limitations the
sample set presents. Firstly, the sample size for population
comparisons 30 HIV-1 isolates from Haiti and 38 isolates from
USA and the sequence lengths are relatively limited 198
nucleotides, 66 amino acids. However, this locus has critical
functions for HIV-1 and host interactions enhancing the opportunity for discovering differences even in a limited data set. These
samples may have been derived over several years as opposed to a
small window of time (i.e. 1 year); even though the samples from
GHESKIO were derived over several months time period. These
factors may lead to false detection of positively selected sites.
Knowing these potential limitations, we utilized the recommended
methods for smaller sample sizes (Pond and Frost, 2005b).
Conversely, the limited size of the locus evaluated obviated the
potential to identify the full dimension of positively selected sites
and amino acid divergence, leaving other adaptively divergent
sites undetected. Secondly, we evaluated some patients without
knowledge of their date of infection and/or CD4 counts (a marker
for HIV disease/AIDS stage). Thus, the sample set may be a mixture
of isolates from patients infected more recently and patients
infected in the distant past and therefore, vary in their stage of
disease. Since the HIV strain of a recently infected individual is
likely to differ from that of a ‘distantly’ infected patient (Rambaut
et al., 2004; Salazar-Gonzalez et al., 2009; Goonetilleke et al.,
2009), the mixing of viral sample types from different stage of HIV1 disease may complicate the study by adding more variance,
creating noise that would prevent identiﬁcation of adaptively
selected sites. Our ﬁnding of adaptively divergent sites likely
represents HIV-1 isolates obtained mostly from patients with
signiﬁcant HIV disease or AIDS because in the pre-1994 era most
patients were typically diagnosed at AIDS onset and few were
discovered as part of screening of healthy individuals or those with
acute HIV-1 infection. This was certainly the case of isolates
obtained from GHESKIO. Lastly, while larger HIV-1 genetic regions
indicate some level of cladistic distinction between USA isolates
using a small sample set of less than 10 Haitian isolates (Li et al.,
1988; Korber et al., 2000; Gilbert et al., 2007), we did not, as
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expected, ﬁnd phylogenetic distinction among the 30 Haiti and 38
USA HIV-1 isolates using a limited sequence of 198 env
nucleotides. As a result we did not determined levels of viral
exchange between Haiti and the USA.
Despite these shortcomings, our study of these HIV-1 samples
show the potential utility of a novel approach for studying adaptive
selection pressure among groups of isolates using biologically,
functionally and evolutionarily important HIV-1 regions that are
phylogenetically not diagnostic or where phylogenetic diagnosis of
populations may not be present. We found that even though the
C2–V3–C3 env region of HIV-1 isolates from Haiti and USA occupy
the same clade B lineage, the application of population genetics
and statistical analysis allowed the identiﬁcation of putative
adaptively divergent codon sites at putative immune domains that
differ between the two human hosts.
4.4. Implications for vaccine design
The incorporation of regions with adaptive selection pressure
(Oliveira et al., 2004) and sequence variation in a cocktail design
has been proposed as an alternative vaccine strategy to the failed
consensus sequence-based vaccines (Gaschen et al., 2002; Slobod
et al., 2005). One of the most recent vaccine efforts designed mosaic
immunogens by performing in silico recombination of natural HIV
sequence strains found in populations. These mosaic vaccines
showed improved cellular or CD8 T cell repertoire compared to
consensus sequence vaccine when tested in Rhesus macaques and
support that inclusion of antigenic variants can elicit better
immune response than consensus sequences (Barouch et al.,
2010; Corey and McElrath, 2010; Santra et al., 2010). Along these
lines, our approach may potentially identify optimal antigenic
candidates present in HIV-1-infected populations for vaccine
design. In our preliminary analysis, the sites evolving divergently
under adaptive selection pressure bind to major histocompatibility
antigens [MHC] needed to generate effective T cell response and
were differentially undergoing selection in two host populations,
possibly provoking differential host immune response.
HIV variation is maintained by the variation present in host
immune response, which provides the selection backdrop for HIV
evolution. Creating vaccines that can capture or reﬂect HIV
variants subject to the selection pressure of host genetic variants
has been advocated by several groups (e.g. Kiepiela et al., 2007).
The use of diversity capture methods that include consideration of
within-clade diversity has also been encouraged (Yang, 2008). Our
method of identifying HIV adaptively divergent sites within and
among sequence sets may provide much needed information for
choosing portions of sequences to include in designing a
preventative or therapeutic HIV-1 vaccine. Inclusion of such sites
in a HIV-1 vaccine may increase the chances of an immune induced
bottleneck in HIV-1 replication to thereby, abort infection
dissemination or delay HIV-1 disease progression.
4.5. Summary and future research
We presented, in this study, an approach to characterize HIV-1
variants by focusing on adaptive sites speciﬁc to certain hosts. Our
approach identiﬁed potential adaptively divergent sites among
two host populations deﬁned by geographical distance and host
genetic difference. Studies with larger sample sizes evaluating
HIV-1 isolates from Haiti and the USA from the current era in which
more gene regions are analyzed are needed to conﬁrm these
preliminary ﬁndings. Moreover, the adaptively selected sites
should also be evaluated for putative immune escape function.
Although some focus has been placed on revealing adaptations
that are transmitted from host to host (population level adaptations, e.g. Pond et al., 2006), we think characterizing unique

adaptive mutations shared among HIV isolates that are not
necessarily phylogenetically transmitted is equally important.
Such shared unique mutations are a result of parallel (‘‘convergent’’) evolution among hosts in the population. Our approach does
not differentiate between transmitted versus parallel adaptive
mutations and we do not consider this a limitation but instead a
complimentary way to characterizing HIV variation.
Our next steps are to test the power and precision of this
approach using simulated data sets and isolates from hosts with
known immune (e.g. HLA) environments under different conditions of geneﬂow and recombination. In these tests, we will also
include the less commonly used non-phylogenetic methods for
dN/dS codon analysis (Nei and Gojobori, 1986 and Ota and Nei,
1994) since our results (data not shown) under such analysis
located additional sites with selection pressure. If substantiated,
the application of population genetic statistical methods to study
HIV-1 loci and strains from different host populations may help us
further reveal patterns of HIV-1 evolution and uncover HIV-1
sequence sites applicable for vaccine design.
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